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1. Introduction

Return of the Prodigal Son, Murillo, c. 1667.



Starting at the 
Beginning: Creation & 
the Human Vocation

• Created in the Image & Likeness of God (imago Dei)

• Supernatural Origin & End

• Social by Nature

• Call to Work, Family & Social Life

• Original Harmony & the Drama of Original Sin

The Creation of Adam, Michelangelo, 1511.



Being in the image of God the human 
individual possesses the dignity of a 
person, who is not just something, but 
someone. He is capable of self-
knowledge, of self-possession & of freely 
giving himself & entering into communion 
with other persons. Further, he is called by 
grace to a covenant with his Creator, to 
offer him a response of faith & love that 
no other creature can give in his stead.

CSDC, 108.

The Personalist Principle: a human person 
is a subject, valuable for his or her own 
sake, never to be reduced to an object, or 
regarded as a mere means or a resource. 
A person is unique & irreplaceable, 
transcendent & free.

“God created man in his own image, in the image of 
God he created him; male and female he created 

them.” (Gen 1:27)

The Creation of Adam, Michelangelo, 1511.



‘It is not good that the man should be alone’ (Gen 2:18)
The Call to Family & Social Life

• Adam welcomes Eve as ‘bone of my bones & flesh of my flesh’ 
(Gen 2:23).

• ‘Helpmate’

• The relationship between God & man is reflected in the 
relational & social dimension of human nature. Man, in fact, is 
not a solitary being, but “a social being, & unless he relates 
himself to others, he can neither live nor develop his potential.

• Of all creation only other persons in whom the spirit of God 
the Creator is also alive, can satisfy the need for interpersonal 
dialogue, so vital for human existence. In one's neighbour, 
whether man or woman, there is a reflection of God himself, 
the definitive goal & fulfilment of every person.

• Blessing & mission: a mission ‘increase & multiply’ (Gen 1:28), 
the foundation for the family & for society. 

The Creation of Eve, Michelangelo, 1511.



‘ The Lord God took the man 
and put him in the garden of 
Eden to till it and keep it’ (Gen 
2:15): The Blessing of Work

We see the mission to work, by which Adam 
& Eve participate in God’s creative power & 
providence, cooperating with Him in ordering 
& perfecting Creation. 

Work, then, is connected to our dignity, a 
right & a duty, not a punishment. 

This passage from Sacred Scripture also takes 
us from our relationship with God & other 
people, to our relationship with temporal 
realities. 

The Garden of Eden, Lucas Cranach the Elder, 1530.



Original Harmony

• God’s plan reflected a state of harmony:

• between God & humankind 

• between Adam & Eve

• between humans & their world

• The Fall (Gen 3), introduced a rupture. Original sin damages the 
harmony 

• between God & our first parents who 1st distrusted, then hid 
from God

• between the first man & woman (Gen 3:16), and 

• between humankind & the world (Gen 3:18). 

• Human nature: wounded, not corrupted. 

• Redeemed by Jesus Christ but consequences of the wounds remain.

• intellect is clouded (ignorance) & easily influenced by the 
passions, making it difficult to discern what is true & good

• will is weakened

• passions no longer easily integrated (concupiscence) & ordered 
to help us attain the good

• Effects of disharmony felt in family & social life, from the most 
intimate relationships to the international sphere. 

• The Church calls us to conversion, strengthens us with the sacraments, 
instructs us, & invites us to be what we are, children of God in the 
world, to live our vocation & fulfil the mission given us at creation, to 
sanctify ourselves in, & sanctify, the family, society & temporal 
realities, according to the original divine plan. 

Fall and Expulsion From the Garden of Eden, Michelangelo, c. 1509.



The Desire for Happiness

https://www.inc.com/marla-tabaka/you-have-a-50/50-shot-at-happiness-according-to-sc.html



St Augustine and the Child, Abraham Willaerts, 1652.

We all want to live happily; 
in the whole human race 
there is no one who does 

not assent to this 
proposition. 

St. Augustine, De moribus eccl. 1,3,4.



What is Happiness? 
Where Does Happiness 
Lie?

1. What Is happiness?

2. Is happiness subjective? 
Why or why not?

3. What, for you, makes a 
happy life?



Classical Notion of Happiness (Eudaimonia) Contemporary Notion of Happiness



Human Flourishing

• Eudaimonia

• Not just surviving, but thriving

• Relates to the type of being 
that we are: human nature

• Multidimensional



Multidimensionality of the Human Person: What do We 
need to Flourish?

Human Needs:

Human Person

Physical

Mental/ 
CognitiveSpiritual

Emotional

Relationships
Meaning

Human Beings Are: 

• Corporeal
• Rational
• Open to Transcendence
• Unique
• Teleological
• Free
• Social



Social By 
Nature

Society is not an artificial construct or 
product of a contract.

He who is unable to live in society, or 
who has no need because he is 
sufficient for himself, must be either 
a beast or a god. Aristotle

It is natural for man to live in society 
with many others. St Thomas 
Aquinas

Triumph of St Thomas Aquinas, Gozzoli, 1471.



Individualism

Emphasis on

• needs of the individual over the needs of the 
group

• individual preferences, interests & rights

• Autonomy

• Self-sufficiency/self-reliance

• Independence

• Dependency as shameful 

What qualities are valued less?

Evaluation?

Source: https://www.verywellmind.com/what-are-individualistic-cultures-2795273



In a society which values personal freedom and 
autonomy, it is easy to lose sight of our 
dependence on others as well as the 
responsibilities that we bear towards them. … 
Yet from the beginning, God saw that “it is not 
good for man to be alone” (Gen 2:18). We were 
created as social beings who find fulfillment 
only in love – for God and for our neighbour. If 
we are truly to gaze upon him who is the source 
of our joy, we need to do so as members of the 
people of God. If this seems counter-cultural, 
that is simply further evidence of the urgent 
need for a renewed evangelization of culture.

Benedict XVI, Address to the Bishops of the 
USA, 16.4.2008.

President George W. Bush & Laura Bush applaud as Pope Benedict XVI at his welcoming ceremony on the South Lawn of the 
White House, 16.4.2008. Whitehouse photo by Eric Draper.



Flourishing as 
Individuals & as a 
Community

Is It Possible?

https://twitter.com/soniacrestpac/status/1234772991700979712



The Human Person: 
Interdependent

https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=0wZtfqZ271w

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wZtfqZ271w


Flourishing as Individuals & 
as a Community

• Interrelated & Interdependent
“Man's social nature makes it evident that the 
progress of the human person and the advance of 
society itself hinge on one another. For the 
beginning, the subject and the goal of all social 
institutions is and must be the human person 
which for its part and by its very nature stands 
completely in need of social life. (G&S, 25)

• Human Ecology
“Every society worthy of the name can be sure that 
it stands in the truth when all of its members, 
thanks to their ability to know what is good, are 
able to pursue it for themselves and for others. It is 
out of love for one's own good and for that of 
others that people come together in stable groups 
with the purpose of attaining a common good. The 
different human societies also must establish 
among themselves relationships of solidarity, 
communication and cooperation, in the service of 
man and the common good.”

• Role of the Principles of the Social 
Doctrine of the Church

Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wZtfqZ271w

https://bcalmbcorp.com/rising-interdependence-agreements-are-not-so-far-5947ba50d170

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wZtfqZ271w


Human Nature & Natural Law

If the perception of the universality of the moral law is 
dimmed, people cannot build a true and lasting communion 
with others, because when a correspondence between truth 
and good is lacking, “whether culpably or not, our acts 
damage the communion of persons, to the detriment of each.
John Paul II, Veritatis Splendor, 51.

alona vibe



What is a Society? What is the Purpose of Society? Is An Authority Essential to Society?

https://www.wbcsd.org/Programs/People-and-Society



What Is A 
Society?

A group of persons bound together organically by a principle of unity 
that goes beyond each one of them. As an assembly that is at once 
visible and spiritual, a society endures through time: it gathers up the 
past and prepares for the future. By means of society, each man is 
established as an "heir" and receives certain "talents" that enrich his 
identity and whose fruits he must develop. He rightly owes loyalty to 
the communities of which he is part and respect to those in authority 
who have charge of the common good. CCC, 1880.

• Stable Group of Persons

• United in Purpose/Cooperation

• To Achieve the Common Good

• Authority

• Pluralism & Diversity, smaller societies

Types of Society
Stickpng.com



Authority
Does every society really need an authority? Why or why 
not?

• To ensure, as far as possible, the common good of the 
society, CCC, 1898.

• Responsibility for preserving its institutions & working to 
promote the good of all, CCC, 1897.

• Exercised legitimately ‘only when it seeks the common 
good of the group concerned & if it employs morally licit 
means to attain it’, CCC, 1903.

• Cannot command or establish what is contrary to human 
dignity & the natural law, CCC, 2235.

• What is the source of authority?

Citizens
• Duty to respect & obey legitimate authority
• ‘Loyal collaboration’ which includes the right, & 

at times the duty, to voice just criticisms of that which 
seems harmful to the dignity of persons & to the good of 
the community

• Duty to fulfill their roles in the life of the political 
community

The main purpose of society is to promote the 
common good, ie, to create conditions that allow 
each member to achieve their perfection, as 
individuals & as a society.

https://www.business2community.com/content-marketing/2014-strategies-become-content-authority-0735226



Patriotism & 
Nationalism

Patriotism

• Virtue

• Love and serve one’s country

• Proud of country’s achievements

• Compatible with solidarity & the broader common 
good on the basis of our common humanity

Nationalism

• Ideology

• To the exclusion or detriment of others; fosters 
division

• Others regarded as inferior

• Often associated with a desire for power or 
domination

• Often identified with single 
culture/race/religion/language/traditions

• As an ideology
• directed towards political program for action
• Dogmatic; moral absolutes
• no room for dialogue or learning from others

Clockwise: Pro-China Protesters, London, 17.8.19 (Reuters); Britain First, https://rdln.wordpress.com/2016/03/14/britain-the-eu-and-the-referendum-on-brexit/; “Million MAGA March”, 14.11.2020 (Tasos Katopodis/Getty Images); 
Serbian nationalist party leaders burn Croatian flag (Marko Djurica/Reuters)



Closed Groups
Closed groups and self-absorbed couples that define themselves in 
opposition to others tend to be expressions of selfishness and mere self-
preservation.

Love draws people out of themselves and towards others. The lover ‘goes 
outside’ the self to find a fuller existence in another. Man always has to take 
up the challenge of moving beyond himself.

Pope Francis, Fratelli Tutti, 88-89.

Those who have met Christ cannot shut themselves in their own little world: 
how sad such a limitation would be! They must open out like a fan in order to 
reach all souls. 

St Josemaria, The Way, 193.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-60611188

March 2022: Poles & Germans register to host Ukrainian refugees in their homes & show up at train stations to show support. Images: Unterkunft-Ukraine)

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-60611188


Sources for the 
Social Doctrine of 
the Church

• Divine Revelation

• Natural Law

Jesus Washing Peter’s Feet, Ford Madox Brown, 1852-6.



Why Does the 
Church Have 
Social Teachings?

Mission, not politics

Helping man on the path of salvation is the primary and sole 
purpose of the Church’s social doctrine. There is no intention to 
usurp or invade the duties of others or to neglect her own; nor 
is there any thought of pursuing objectives that are foreign to 
her mission. This mission serves to give an overall shape to the 
Church's right and at the same time her duty to develop a 
social doctrine of her own and to influence society and societal 
structures with it by means of the responsibility and tasks to 
which it gives rise.

History.com



Background: The Industrial 
Revolution & Rerum Novarum 
(‘New Things’), 1891.

• What were the ‘New Things’? 

• The Industrial Revolution & Capitalism

• Adam Smith, self-interest & the ‘invisible 
hand’

• Liberalism & the ‘laissez-faire’ economy

• Darwin’s theory of evolution

• Impact

• Socialism: response to practical effects & 
to ideological justifications



Socialism, Marxism & Communism

Consistently condemned by the Magisterium

It is built on fundamental errors that mean its solutions will never meet our needs:

• Anthropological Errors

Socialism considers the individual person simply as an element, a molecule 
within the social organism, so that the good of the individual is completely 
subordinated to the functioning of the socio-economic mechanism. Socialism 
likewise maintains that the good of the individual can be realized without 
reference to his free choice, to the unique and exclusive responsibility which 
he exercises in the face of good or evil. (John Paul II, Centesimus Annus, 15)

• Atheistic Errors: Inherently atheistic and therefore incompatible with Christianity

• The Communist Manifesto (1848): central tenets

• Atheistic materialism

• Private property the root of all evil & must be abolished

• Collective good, not common good. Eradicates the personalist principle

• Marriage & family are social constructs & must be abolished

• Progress through conflict: violent struggle & revolution

Karl Marx (1818-1883)



‘The Worker Question’ & 
Rerum Novarum (1891)

Pope Leo XIII (1878-1903)

• responds to ‘The Worker Question’: the problem of the exploitation of 
workers brought about by the new industrial organization of labour, 
capitalistically oriented, & the problem, no less serious, of ideological 
manipulation, socialist & communist, of the just claims advanced by the 
world of labour.

• Laissez-faire capitalism & marxism are not the only options. 

• Criticizing the deficiencies of one does not mean uncritical acceptance of the 
other.

• Not offering a Catholic ‘3rd way’; rather

• Proclaims the truth about human beings in light of natural law and divine 
revelation

• Calls on people to find solutions that correspond to this truth & serve 
humankind & to restore the correct order between people & things

• Covers dignity & rights of workers, rights to property, association & rest; 
duties of employers, workers & the State, & other social problems (eg
housing).

Pope Leo XIII (1878-1903)



Some Major 
Social 
Encyclicals 
(Magisterium)

Pope Leo XIII: Rerum Novarum (On Capital and Labor), 1891. 

Pope Pius XI: Quadragesimo Anno (On Reconstruction of the Social Order), 1931. 

Pope John XXIII: Mater et Magistra (On Christianity and Social Progress), 1961; Pacem 
in Terris (Peace on Earth), 1963. 

Vatican Council II: Gaudium et Spes (The Church in the Modern World), 1965; Dignitatis 
Humanae (On Religious Freedom), 1965. 

Pope Paul VI: Populorum Progressio (On the Development of Peoples), 1967; 
Octogesima Adveniens (On the 80th Anniversary of Rerum Novarum), 1971; Evangelii
Nuntiandi (Evangelization in the Modern World), 1975. 

Pope John Paul II: Laborem Exercens (On Human Work), 1981; Sollicitudo Rei Socialis
(On the 20th Anniversary of Populorum Progressio), 1987; Centesimus Annus (On the 
100th Anniversary of Rerum Novarum), 1991; Evangelium Vitae (On the Value and 
Inviolability of Human Life), 1995; Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, Doctrinal 
Note on Some Questions Regarding the Participation of Catholics in Political Life, 2002. 

Pope Benedict XVI: Deus Caritas Est (On Christian Love), 2005; Caritas in Veritate (On 
Integral Human Development in Charity and Truth), 2009.

Pope Francis: Amoris Laetitia (On Love in the Family), 2016; Laudato Si' (On Care for 
Our Common Home), 2015; Fratelli Tutti (On Fraternity and Social Friendship), 2020.

Pew Research Center



‘New Things’ 
Today

• Rerum Novarum: affirms ‘universally valid & 
perennially relevant principles in support of 
workers & their rights’.

• Influence in the 20th century

• The Church’s social doctrine reminds us not to have 
a deterministic attitude to developments, as they 
are shaped by free human decisions with moral, 
ethical & social implications. Our cultures, 
institutions, laws & structures are the product of 
human choices & attitudes. 

• Vatican Council II: it falls to the laity especially, to 
transform these & order them to the kingdom of 
Christ.



No ‘Catholic’ 
Solutions

The Church cannot and must not take upon herself the 
political battle to bring about the most just society 
possible. She cannot and must not replace the State. Yet 
at the same time she cannot and must not remain on 
the sidelines in the fight for justice. She has to play her 
part through rational argument, and she has to 
reawaken the spiritual energy without which justice, 
which always demands sacrifice, cannot prevail and 
prosper. A just society must be the achievement of 
politics, not of the Church. Yet the promotion of justice 
through efforts to bring about openness of mind and 
will to the demands of the common good is something 
which concerns the Church deeply.

Pope Benedict XVI, Deus Caritas Est, 28. 

http://pontificateofpopebenedictxvi.blogspot.com/2009/07/caritas-in-veritate-charity-in-truth.html



Social Doctrine & 
the Laity

It is not the role of the Pastors of the 
Church to intervene directly in the 
political structuring and organization 
of social life. This task is part of the 
vocation of the lay faithful, acting on 
their own initiative with their fellow 
citizens ... It is the role of the laity "to 
animate temporal realities with 
Christian commitment, by which they 
show that they are witnesses and 
agents of peace and justice. 

CCC, 2442

Clockwise from Top: iStock; Ryan Pierse/Getty Images; https://www.eclsoftware.com/blog/2017/03/10/what-is-a-construction-draw-inspection-and-why-is-it-important/; Cryptographer/Shutterstock; Andrea Piacquadio.



Responsibility 
& Freedom in 

Temporal 
Matters

The laity, by their very vocation, seek the kingdom of God by engaging in 
temporal affairs and by ordering them according to the plan of God … 
Since they are tightly bound up in all types of temporal affairs it is their 
special task to order and to throw light upon these affairs in such a way 
that they may come into being and then continually increase according to 
Christ to the praise of the Creator and the Redeemer.  Vatican Council II,  
Lumen Gentium, 31.

The Social Doctrine of the Church aims:

at the formation of men & women who, in their respect for the moral 
order, are lovers of true freedom, people who “will form their own 
judgments in the light of truth, direct their activities with a sense of 
responsibility, & strive for what is true & just in willing cooperation with 
others”. …

“It belongs to the layman, without waiting passively for orders &
directives, to take the initiative freely & to infuse a Christian spirit into the 
mentality, customs, laws & structures of the community in which they 
live”. The first level of the formation of lay Christians should be to help 
them to become capable of meeting their daily activities effectively in the 
cultural, social, economic & political spheres & to develop in them a 
sense of duty that is at the service of the common good. A second level 
concerns the formation of a political conscience in order to prepare lay 
Christians to exercise political power. “Those with a talent for the difficult 
yet noble art of politics, or whose talents in this matter can be developed, 
should prepare themselves for it, & forgetting their own convenience &
material interests, they should engage in political activity”. CSDC 530-1.



Social Doctrine of the Church & the Spirit of Opus Dei

“Three manifestations of lay mentality: -

• Be sufficiently honest, so as to shoulder one's own 
personal responsibility –

• Be sufficiently Christian, so as to respect those brothers 
in the Faith who, in matters of free discussion, propose 
solutions which differ from those which each one of us 
maintains; and –

• Be sufficiently Catholic so as not to use our Mother the 
Church, involving her in human factions.”

St Josemaria, Conversations, 117.



Social Doctrine in Professional Work
Men and women of science & culture are called to make their 
particular contribution to solving the vast & complex problems 
connected with work, which in some areas take on dramatic 
proportions. This contribution is very important for coming up 
with the proper solutions. This is a responsibility that requires that 
they identify the occasions & risks present in the changes taking 
place, & above all that they suggest lines of action for guiding 
change in a way that will be most beneficial to the development of 
the entire human family. 

To these men & women falls the important task of reading & 
interpreting the social phenomena with wisdom & with love of 
truth, leaving behind concerns imposed by special or personal 
interests. Their contribution, precisely because it is of a theoretical 
nature, becomes an essential point of reference for the concrete 
action prescribed by economic policies. (CSDC, 320)

Importance, but insufficiency of, purely technical education



Fundamental Values for Social Life

Expressions of appreciation to be attributed to 
those specific aspects of moral good that the 
principles foster, serving as points of reference for 
the proper structuring & ordered leading of life in 
society.

Respect for the legitimate autonomy of earthly 
realities prompts the Church not to claim specific 
competence of a technical or temporal order, but 
it does not prevent her from intervening to show 
how, in the different choices made by men &
women, these values are either affirmed or 
denied. (CSDC, 197)



Fundamental Values for Social Life

• Truth

When the coexistence of human beings within a community is founded on truth, it is ordered & fruitful, & it 
corresponds to their dignity as persons. The more people & social groups strive to resolve social problems 
according to the truth, the more they distance themselves from abuses & act in accordance with the objective 
demands of morality. (CSDC, 198)

• Justice
• Commutative: justice in the way people dealing with one another
• Distributive: what the community owes its citizens in proportion their contributions and needs
• Legal: what the citizen owes to the community
• Social Justice: regulates social relationships to establish conditions that allow associations or individuals 

to obtain what is their due, according to their nature & vocation. Concerns the social, political, & 
economic aspects of society, & especially the ways in which such structures cause or contribute to 
problems, & seeks solutions. Linked to respect for human dignity, the common good & exercise of 
authority.

• Freedom

• Love



Philosophy, Ideology 
& Dialogue

Ideology

• Study of ideas

• Like philosophy in that it deals with ideas and 
knowledge, but is not a knowledge of reality but study 
of ideas (political/social sciences)

• Dependent on philosophical ideas

• Fixed ideas or doctrines. Strongly held.  Absolutes

• A prism through which see and interpret everything.

• Dogmatic. Spreading the message.

• No room for discussion or disagreement.

• Set theories and principles for action

• Directed to justify a practical attitude or political 
program for action

• Examples?

Philosophy

• Love of wisdom: Knowledge of reality in light of 
ultimate causes

• A way of life

• Search for truth 

• Questions, discussion, arguments to enhance 
knowledge. Encourages dialogue, inquiry and learning



Why Be Open-
Minded?
‘The object of opening the mind, as of 
opening the mouth, is to shut it again on 
something solid.’ 

(G.K. Chesterton, Tremendous Trifles, 
1909).



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OPB6sXj6Fwo&list=PLt5PsPjJAk-0b9BYRHUAxnlKMIv7qyZca&index=6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OPB6sXj6Fwo&list=PLt5PsPjJAk-0b9BYRHUAxnlKMIv7qyZca&index=6


Where It All Begins: 
The Importance of 

the Family for 
Persons & Society

and in the Social Doctrine of the Church



The Family: A major topic in 
the Church’s social teachings

• Based on marriage, which comes from God & has 
particular characteristics

• Communion of love, image of the Trinity

• The 1st natural society (not a ‘construct’)

• Foundation or ‘basic cell’ of society

• The cradle of life & love 

• 1st place to experience interpersonal relationships

• Essential to society’s wellbeing

• To be protected & fostered by society

• Human ecology

• Need for a solid anthropology today



I’ve chosen not to 
have kids. Why should 
I have to pay taxes to 

support other 
people’s choice?

Don’t I deserve a 
tax credit for not

having kids?

‘D.I.N.K.’: Double Income, No Kids



Importance of the Family for 
the Person

• Best environment for growth, 
flourishing & development of 
persons

• Interdependence: love & connection

• Begins with mutual self-giving of 
spouses

• Learn to be human

• Discover our dignity: where we 
are loved for who we are

• First school of the virtues that every 
society needs

In the family, 

the various generations come 
together to help one another & 
grow wiser & harmonize personal 
rights with the other requirements 
for social life. (G&S, 52) 

Sonia Bonadio & Family, https://www.downsyndrome.org.au/vic/services-and-supports/family-support/



Importance of the Family for Society

• The family is an initiation into life in society.

• Values & virtues learned in the family are valuable for social 
life

• Health of families, the good of persons & the good of 
society are interconnected.

Strong, stable families support people & support societies

• Moral, cultural & spiritual values taught in the family shape 
society.

• Responsibility, solidarity & commitment to the common 
good are learned in the family

• Family precedes society & the State

• Respecting the family is essential for the common good

• Subsidiarity & the family The future of humanity passes by way of the family. 
(John Paul II, FC, 86)

FAMVELD VIA GETTY IMAGES



Marriage: Foundation of the 
Family

• Not a ‘construct’

• Rooted in natural law & divine law: characteristics cannot 
be modified

• Free choice of the spouses
• Totality: total mutual self-giving
• Unity: one flesh
• Indissolubility: fidelity
• Fruitfulness: Open to life

• The Sacrament of Marriage
• Natural institution elevated to the dignity of a 

sacrament
• Purpose



The family is a society: love & 
forming a community of 

persons
Teach what it means to be human & where happiness lies

Families living in love, respect & self-giving 

expose the failings & contradictions of a society that is for the most 
part, even if not exclusively, based on efficiency & functionality. … The 
family is instead the … example & stimulus for the broader community 
relationships marked by respect, justice, dialogue & love.

Teach us there is a place for everyone.

The presence of elderly people in families benefits the whole society

Not only do they show that there are aspects of life — human, 
cultural, moral & social values — which cannot be judged in terms of 
economic efficiency, but they can also make an effective contribution 
in the work-place & in leadership roles. In short, it is not just a 
question of doing something for older people, but also of accepting 
them in a realistic way as partners in shared projects — at the level of 
thought, dialogue & action… The elderly constitute an important 
school of life, capable of transmitting values & traditions, & of 
fostering the growth of younger generations, who thus learn to seek 
not only their own good but also that of others. If the elderly are in 
situations where they experience suffering & dependence, not only do 
they need health care services & appropriate assistance, but — & 
above all — they need to be treated with love.Grandparents: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BhunM57SLow

iStock.com / 
RichHobson

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BhunM57SLow


Other arrangements may provide some love & 
stability, but cannot replace the family in 

society

• Gender ideology: eliminates the anthropological basis for the family

It is one thing to be understanding of human weakness & the 
complexities of life, & another to accept ideologies that attempt to 
sunder what are inseparable aspects of reality. Let us not fall into 
the sin of trying to replace the Creator. We are creatures, & not 
omnipotent. Creation is prior to us & must be received as a gift. At 
the same time, we are called to protect our humanity, & this means, 
in the first place, accepting it & respecting it as it was created. 
(Pope Francis)

• Divorce, Living Together (Cohabitation), Same-Sex Unions

AFP https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-35994408

Only the exclusive & indissoluble union between a man & a woman has a 
plenary role to play in society as a stable commitment that bears fruit in new 
life. We need to acknowledge the great variety of family situations that can 
offer a certain stability, but de facto or same-sex unions, for example, may 
not simply be equated with marriage. No union that is temporary or closed 
to the transmission of life can ensure the future of society. (Pope Francis, 
Amoris Laetitia, 52)



Identifying situations in society & culture 
that destabilise or devalue the family. 
Promoting the natural institution of the 
family

Not only about bioethical issues but also 
economic & other arrangements that 
impact on families.

Some challenges to/pressures on the 
natural institution of the family in our 
culture & society today?

https://latterdaysaintmag.com/a-society-that-wants-the-benefits-of-marriage-and-family-without-the-responsibility/



Rights & Duties of the 
Family

The nature of marriage & family & 
its mission in society & Church imply 
rights & responsibilities:

• Duties in relation to 
procreation & education of 
children

• Right to be able to fulfil them

• Right to support from society 
to do so (subsidiarity)

In transmitting life & educating 
children, parents are: 

cooperators with the love of God the 
creator & …, so to speak, the 
interpreters of that love.  (G&S, 50)

Charter of Rights of the Family (Holy 
See)


